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Shore Excursions for Cruise Passengers 
 

Each year there is more and more demand from tour operators to provide shore excursion options for cruise 

passengers.  Newmans South Pacific Vacations is no exception. 

 

This trend may be motivated by a couple of factors.  First, travel retailers are cognizant that most major cruise 

lines directly purchase their advertised shore trips from major tour operators, mark them up, and sell them to 

the client.  With this in mind, many agents are choosing to bypass the cruise line and purchase the excursion 

directly from the tour operator.  This saves money for the client and grants greater control to the booking 

retailer. 

 

A possible, more important reason is the breadth and depth of excursion that a tour operator offers versus a 

cruise line.   Newmans South Pacific Vacations is a prime example of this opportunity.  There is nothing 

"canned" about any of Newmans FIT offerings.   From the longest and most involved tour itinerary to the 

simple day excursion, each and every vacation that Newmans plans are created just for your clients.   

Newmans reservation agents are true travel planners.  As I've said before, all due respect to "Suzy from down 

under" but she is probably not going to get a job in the Newmans South Pacific Vacations reservations team 

unless she can demonstrate prior experience assembling FIT packages to and a passion for the destination.  

You see this is a company that requires their reservations agents to be the best in the industry at designing 

programs.  This means that the person you talk to on the other end of the telephone will have something 

more than an accent to offer.  Let's face it; Australia, New Zealand, and the South Pacific Islands are big, 

complicated and multifaceted places to sell.  While working with an experienced planner may be a luxury in 

some cases, it is imperative when planning an adventure to one of these destinations. 

 

Newmans is a natural when it comes to pre/post stays as well as extended visits to the world down under.  

Just call the reservations or group department and they take of everything.  All you have to do is sell it. 

 

Don't forget groups either.  Working with Newmans South Pacific Vacations to secure a shore trip for your 

group is the smart way to make sure that they come back and cruise with you again.  By soliciting the 

assistance of the group department, you'll be able to assemble an unforgettable excursion(s) for your 

travelers. 

 

Finally, if you have concerns about commissions, Newmans South Pacific Vacations offers up to 15% on land 

and air.  The company is aligned with nearly every major consortium and agency organization.  If you would 



like to have your own private agreement and believe that you can sell at least $20,000 USD per year, contact 

your area sale manager, and they can assist you in getting set up with a commission override agreement. 
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